the stream of life
There is a bond that links every man, woman and child
. on earth so closely, so intimately, that every difference
of skin colour, religious belief or cultural heritage seems
small beside it. Never varying more than five or six degrees,
composed of 55 per cent water, the life-stream of blood
that runs in the veins of every member of the human race
proves that the family of man is a reality.
In Northern Spain, not far from Altamira, in the Cave of
Pindal some twenty thousand years ago, the Aurignacian
. man sketched the outlines of mammoth. In red ochre he
marked the heart and thus drew, as far as is known, the
earliest anatomical picture. If the dark red mark is indeed
the heart, primitive man had already come to understand
Ithe link between blood and the heart and noticed that as
1long as beating continued there was life.
And somewhere men first discovered that this precious
)fluid, blood, was just as vital to them as to any animal and
precious beyond price. The history of every people assigns
' blood its true importance. Folklore and history are filled
with examples. When the Mogul Emperor Kublai Khan
(1216-1294) defeated and took his uncle prisoner, he had
him put to death by being wrapped in a carpet and tossed
. to and fro until he died "because he would not have the
II blood of his line imperial spilled upon the ground or exposed
.in the eye of Heaven and before the Sun". This reluctance
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about spilling royal blood is merely
an extension of a general fear of
letting it touch the ground or be
shed and seems to be related to a
widespread belief that the soul is in
the blood.
Few words in any language are so
charged with meaning or have given
rise to so many false ideas as those
related to blood. "Blood will tell",
"hot-blooded", "blood is thicker
than water", "it's in the blood" are
only a few. A good example of a
false belief is that of "blue blood".
This seems to have begun in Medieval
Spain where it was thought aristocrats had bluer skin. Perhaps they
were just paler. Today, science can
only find two real cases of blue
blood: when someone is close to
total asphyxiation or is a member .of
the lobster family. Lobsters, crabs
and squid have a pale blue pigment in their blood which replaces
the red haemoglobin present in
mammals.
Other false beliefs die harder. It is
scientifically absurd to believe, as
unfortunately many people do, that
"Negro blood", Jewish blood" or
"Aryan blood" are different from
one another.
Blood has always retained a privileged status in all societies. Social
and religious rites involve the use of
blood and signing a pact in blood is
the most holy of all vows. To equate
blood with life may be a simplification
but the campaign slogans for the
recruitment of blood donors, calling
the gift of blood the gift of life, do
not stretch the point too far. As the
frontiers of medicine expand, men
have learned to live with substitutes
for many parts of their bodies. But,
just as they cannot live without
oxygen to breathe, they cannot live
without blood to carry this oxygen
along the kilometers of arteries and
veins to every organ of the body, to
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blood brothers
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For eight days the young wife of Vazimba, a farmer in the southern part of
Madagascar has lain ill. Local herbs applied by the village medicine-man have
proved ineffective. The magician then questioned the spirits to find out what must
be done. The answer w(;ls a reconciliation between Vazimba and his old enemy,
the shepherd Ranahala. And this reconciliation must take place according to the
ancient rites ofjatadrah, the "blood brother ceremony".
The three men sit down together. In the middle sits the magician in charge of the
ceremony with Vazimba on his right and Ranahala on his left. The spearheads
are placed in a shallow dish containing bread and water. The two men hold their
spears in their left hands while the magician taps twenty times on them with his
knife to summon the spirits.
The most solemn moment of the ceremony arrives. One after the other, the two
men take the knife and make a small cut in their stomachs. A few drops of blood
are poured into the dish and mixed with the bread and water. Each one drinks a
spoonful while pronouncing the traditional oath "If you betray me, a crocodile
will eat you as you cross a river". After the ceremony the plate is emptied carefully
so that no one else can drink the blood of the two men.

distribute nourishment and assure
the removal of waste products.
Surprisingly enough, for such a vital
part of man's life and one which had
aroused his awe as well as curiosity
since pre-history, the discovery of the
blood and its functions had to wait a
very long time. Ancient Egyptians
knew that the stomach turned food
into blood somehow, but that was
all. As a result of dissection, the
Greeks found two distinct vascular
systems. Since they saw the venous
system full of blood and the arteries
empty when they examined a cadaver,
a system was worked out to explain
this. The liver, they thought, manufactured the blood which circulated
through the veins. The arteries distributed air through the body; the
word artery comes from the Greek
meaning "aer"-air, and "terein"to conserve. Empedocles, a Greek
philosopher, claimed that "blood was
life" and the heart the chief organ of
what he called the "pneuma", the
vital spirit of man connected with air
and breathing.
Galen, the doctor of Emperor Marcus
Aurelius, was the first to prove that
arteries contained blood and not air
but he propagated the mistaken idea
that blood passed from one side of
the heart to the other by "sweating".
This mistake lasted for centuries as
did his enthusiasm for blood-letting.
The trickles of blood in ancient Rome
had become rivers by the eighteenth
century when many surgeons, and
even psychiatrists, reduced their therapy to the maxim "purge and bleed".
The practice was only abandoned for
good in the 20th century.
Michael Servetus is usually given
the credit for being the first to
discover the pulmonary circulation
which allows venous blood to purify
itself and obtain oxygen in the lungs.
This Spanish doctor, condemned by
Calvin to be burned at the stake in
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· The arterial system as shown in Ja,.;,es Robert's medical dictionary ( 1743-45).

Geneva in 1533 as a heretic, was
indeed guilty of mixing theology with
anatomy and it was in a religious
treatise that the first description of
the circulation of blood in the lungs
appeared in the history of the West.
"By a very ingenious arrangement
the subtle blood is urged through the
lungs . . . becomes reddish yellow
and- is mixed with inspired air and
through expiration cleansed of its
sooty vapours."
Recently, scholarship has discovered
an important forerunner of Servetus,
Ala al-Din ibn al-Nafis (1210-1280).
Born in Damascus, he was not only
a physician but a learned jurist,
philosopher and theologian. In Cairo,
where he was in charge of the
Al-Mansouri hospital, he wrote many
works which have now been rediscovered, such as a Medical encyclopedia, a Treatise on opthalmology
and an Anatomical Commeniary on
the Canon of A vicenna, where pulmonary circulation is clearly described three hundred years in advance
of Servetus. Although his work
dropped out of sight for centuries
there is a possibility that Servetus, as
a Spaniard and thu$ heir to the Arab
· tradition in medicine, read or knew
about the work of Ibn al-Nafis.
It remained for an English physician,
William Harvey (1578-1657) to make
the fundamental discovery of the
circulation of blood through the
body and, for the first time in the

Chinese medicine often describes "pulsations" of the blood. In a passage of the
medical treatise Tse-tchouan, written
more than five hundred years before
Christ, the author Siang-kong describes
how, "in the middle of a hot summer, a
patient named Tseu-ping had a room dug
into the ground and filled with ice. In the
middle of this, he made his bed and lay

A German 16th century engraving showing blood-letting.

history of medicine, use mathematical
proof and exact calculations to do so.
After twenty years of careful experimentation, often using animals,
Harvey exposed his theory in a
famous lecture. He established, described and proved the circulation of
the blood through the body, leaving
out only the capillary system. He
showed that blood is forced from the
right side of the heart through the
lung and from the left side of the
heart into the general circulation.
Yet though he cast away the spirits,
humours, ebbs and flows, and the
other scientific rubbish of the past
concerned with circulation, his theory
had little immediate practical effect
and was even the subject of attack.
An eminent member of the Faculty
of Paris, Guy Patin (1601-1672)
declared Harvey's theory to be "para-

doxical, useless, false, impossible,
absurd and harmful."
Harvey himself did not really understand the functions of the blood.
Though gifted with amazing insight
and perseverance he left the question
open. "It is thus demonstrated that a
perpetual motion of the blood in a
circle is brought about by the beat of
the heart. What shall we say? Is this
for nutrition? Or is it for the better
preservation of the blood and of the
members by imparting heat to them,
the blood by turns losing heat as it
warms the members?"
These open questions were not answered by any dramatic discovery but
rather clarified one by one as elements
in the composition and functions of
the blood were described and analyzed by various scientists over the
next three hundred years.
•

on it covered up infurs." After examining
him, the doctor noted, "He was extremely
thin but his blood pulsation was calm."
Another medical treatise, Houang ti
nei king, contains good descriptions of
haemorrhages, blocking of the arteries
and diseases of the spleen.
From La medecine dans la Chine
antique.
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